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## Campus Picnic Lunch

**Fountain Plaza, 12:00-1:00**

Please join us at the Fountain Plaza for a picnic lunch. In case of rain, lunch will be served in Estes Dining Hall.
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Honors Convocation  
Blackwell Auditorium, 2:30-4:30

We recognize students for awards, scholarships, and inductions into honor societies.
Graduating seniors should dress in cap and gown.
Presentation Sessions
8:00-12:00

Art History & Music
Old Chapel 114, 9:00-11:00

Rebecca Blader/ Professor E. Terrono
Overexposed: The Success of Spirit Photography and Spiritualism in Late-Nineteenth Century America

Shannon Huger/ Professor E. Terrono
Repression through Painting: Controlling Female Sexuality in Nineteenth Century England

Sharon Thomas/ Professor J. Doering
Jazz: the Past, the Present, and Will There Even Be a Future?

Tonya (Leigh) Bartlett/ Professor E. Terrono
Kodak As You Go: An Analysis of the Development and Cultural Significance of Kodak Girl Advertisements

Brandon Owens/ Professor C. Ryder
Support for Music in Schools: Benefits, Perceptions, and Attitudes

Kelli Stevenson/ Professor E. Terrono
Feminism and Bodily Representation in the work of Female Artists in the 1970’s

Asian Studies: Senior Capstone
Professor T. Munson
Fox 209, 1:00-2:00

Aaron Fleming
James Garrett
Annabelle O’Neil
Matthew Wyman
Biology

Copley 101, 8:00-10:30

Josh Anoff (8:00)
Fueling naïve T cells during calorie restriction—a role for autophagy?

Alex Koppelman (8:30)
The effect of calorie restriction on naïve T cell homeostasis

Amy Donovan (8:45)
Combining art and biology into an awesome, fun-to-read comic book!

Michael DeSteph (9:00)
A comparison of net primary productivity for glycine max grown using soilless hydroponic and aeroponic systems

Josh Albert (9:15)
Odor cued taste avoidance as an advantageous method of olfactory testing

Katie Houle (9:30)
What is Huntingtin’s normal role in neurodevelopment and its cellular response to toxins?

Megan Jackson (9:45)
Bcr-Abl and its interaction with candidate genes during cell migration

Computer Science: Capstone

Copley 201, 8:30-12:00

David Sullivan /Professor R. Necaise (8:30)
Mobile Conference Itinerary

Jacob Dunn/Professor R. Necaise (9:00)
A Simple Web Server

Eric Taylor/Professor R. Necaise (9:30)
Modeling Tumor Formation in Breast Ducts

Kahlil Stuckey/Professor R. Necaise (10:00)
Tic-Tac-Toe: It’s App Time
History

Washington Room, Washington-Franklin Hall, 9:00-11:00

Samantha Albertson/Professor M. Bergmann (9:00)
Mediators, Merchants, and Mothers: Native American Plains Women in the Nineteenth Century

Georgia Ferrell/Professor M. Bergmann (9:20)
Like Rabbits to a Hungry Wolf: The Causes And Consequences of The Dakota Sioux Uprising and the Sand Creek Massacre

Tyler Weisman/ Professor Fischbach (9:40)
Palestinian Resistance

Emily Ford, Margaux Hall/Professor A. Throckmorton (10:00)
Royal Menage a Trois: Henry II, Diane de Poitiers and Catherine d'Medici

Sarah Fetzer, Dustin Gunter/ Professor A. Throckmorton (10:20)
Witches: Classical and Classic

Jessica Caso, David Miller/ Professor A. Throckmorton (10:40)
Revolutionary Women: The Cases of France and America
Hugh Scott Oratory Prize Competition

Professor T. Sheckels
Owen Room, McGraw-Page Library, 11:00-12:00

Judges

Catherine J. Noyes ‘09
Raymond J. Ruybe ‘13
Robert C. Thomas ‘11
Hayley N. Williamson ‘13

Finalists

Derek Dittmar
Sean Smith
Kristian Spencer
Hope Ward
Martin Yoder

International Studies: Senior Seminar (INST 422)

Fox 108, 10:00-12:00

Adele McCreary/Professor T. Munson (10:00)
Globalization and Japan: Japan’s growth and involvement in the international community

Evan Woods/Professor D. Zhang (10:30)
Globalization and Tibetan Identity: The Force of Change

Myat Thida Win/Professor B. Turner (11:00)
Getting Democracy Right: Ruling Parties and Regime Change in Paraguay and Taiwan

Göksan Güngördü/Professor D. Brat (11:30)
To what extent has economic development nurtured democracy in Turkey
Leadership Capstone

Dean. J. McGhee
SGA Conference Room, Brock Commons 223, 7:30-2:00

Eleanor Lundberg (7:30)
Students and their Leadership Traits

Laura Young (8:00)
College Leadership: Does Age Matter?

Katie Umberger (8:45)
Is College Leadership Preparing us for the Life Beyond

Lauren Vondracek (9:30)
Understanding Difference in Leadership

Lena Wallace (10:15)
Revamping Campus News and Laying Foundations

Garrett White (11:00)
Leadership in Student Government

Megan Jackson (11:45)
Service and Servant Leadership

Zachary Spaeth (12:30)
Leading by Order: Robert’s Rules of Order in College Organizations

Stephanie Bello (1:15)
Leadership & Service: One Leads to the Other

Physics: Computational Physics (PHYS 382)

Professor R. Dominguez
Copley 200, 10:00-12:00

Veronica Barley
Zombie Apocalypse

Zachary Radeka
Magnificent Magnetism

Taylor Wilkens
Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Materials

Thom Morgan
Rumorology
Psychology Presentation and Poster Session
Psychology Dept., Copley 132, 9:00-11:00

PSYC 498: Senior Project (Professor A. Hughes)
Stephanie Talley (9:00)
What drives people to mosh? Exploring the behaviors of fans at rock and metal concerts

PSYC 318: Cognitive RATS (Professor C. Riener)
Ashleigh Smith, Bailey Troia, Cordell Church
Expecting changes reduces change blindness
Taylor Edwards, Brittany McThenia, Anthony Menice
Does more distraction lead to less learning?
Diamond Strickland, Phong Nguyen, Bernard Burwell
Reading while listening or listening while reading: Multitasking and attention in reading

PSYC 339: Developmental RATS (Professor M. Bardi)
Rachel Lorraine Bowden, Ashley Louise Marling, Amber Marie Samuels, Brennan Paul Terhune-Cotter
Making decisions in stressful situations: an examination of the effects of play on decision-making
Carly Marie Alford, Molly Theresa Angelina Friedel, Mary Virginia Pearson, Kristen Ross Trexler
The effects of stress and early socialization on motivation to work for reward
Austin Wayne Collett, Leila Kouri Ferguson, Elan Aaron-Jakob Rice, Kaitlyn Elizabeth Stuart
Exposition to stress and the effect on visuospatial memory in Long-Evans rats

PSYC 349: Social RATS (Professor K. Klaaren)
Heather Ramey, Katrina Zurasky, Eric Stanton-Hoyle
Challenging the norm: perceptions of nontraditional gender roles
Brittany Bundy, Katie Doyle, Miranda Rosenfield, Nicole Sydnor
Interracial couples: Which type is most accepted?
Kourtnee Brewer & Debbie Martin
A closer look at colorism
Greg Petrohovich, Lauren Seal, & Stephanie Talley
Perceptions of subtle and overt racist comments
Sociology: Gender, Technology, and Medicine (SOCI 383)

Professor A. Nichols-Belo
Oliver Classroom, McGraw-Page Library, 9:00-12:00

Interactive exhibition of gendered technologies

Women’s Studies: Capstone

Professor A. Armenia
AV Classroom, McGraw-Page Library, 10:00-10:30

Sean Smith
A Teachable Moment: Examining Intimate Partner Violence Programs and Outreach to the LGBTQ Community

FYEC 259/260 Staging a Revolution

Professors T. Sheckels & M. Mattys
Dollar Tree Room, Brock Commons, 9:00-11:00

Students will present original plays tied to American and global social movements.

FYEC 263/264 Minding Class: The Philosophy and Psychology of Altruism

Professors D. Turney & A. Hughes
Fox 107, 10:00-12:00

Real Life Altruism Project
FYEC 265/266 Global Warming: Fact or Fiction
Professors R. Meagher & M. Fenster
Andrews Hall Multi-Purpose Room, 9:00-11:30

First Annual Joyce Environmental Entrepreneurial Solution (JEES) Competition
Students will present the culmination of their year-long work to develop entrepreneurial solutions for solving the potential problem of global warming (on a local scale). These students have worked in teams to develop a feasibility study of their strategies, a plan for implementing and sustaining the business ventures, and justification for their proposal based on the positive impacts their solution would have on the environment. Each team will present their chosen solution to the class’ client, Mr. Hugh Joyce of James River Air and Heating, Inc. At the conclusion of the competition, judges will select the top three teams, who will receive cash prizes and, in the case of the top team, the option to implement their solution with grant funding from Mr. Joyce.

Judges
Professor Joe Mattys, Director of the First-Year Experience
Mr. Hugh Joyce, President and owner of James River Air Conditioning, Inc.

Master Group Assignments
Alex Burinsky (Group Leader), Meredith Allen, Matt Houle, Andrew Johnson, Carter Mangum, Sequoyah McGee
Jamie Langbein (Group Leader), Jessie Cornbrooks, Joseph Edwards, Fitz Rogers, Carrington Wentz, Isaak Wesselink
Keegan Nelson (Group Leader), Nathan Baumbach, Brittany Hayden, Jacob Johnson, Alivia Thorn
Melissa Puccinelli (Group Leader), Cole Anderson, Jenny Jeu, Keith Jones, Deshaun Rogers, Hannelore Witt
Jacob Braeutigam (Group Leader), Jake Bones, Laney Dee, Conner Lane, Katie Lockett, Jacob Sofinski
Jeremy Sternlicht (Group Leader), Patrick Boland, Royce Norton, Elisha Kane, Kelsey McLaughlin, Phillip Terrono
FYEC 269/270 Unhealthy Globe: People, Disease, and Policy

Professors Nichols-Belo and Gubbels Bupp
SunTrust Theater, Brock Commons, 9:30-12:00

Presenting Documentary Films Featuring Community Partners

Virginia Breast Cancer Foundation (9:30)
Fan Free Clinic (10:00)
ASK (10:30)
Tricycle Gardens (11:00)
Nurture (11:30)
Poster Sessions & Displays
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Schapiro Undergraduate Research Program (SURF)
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Tracilyn Babington/Dr. Amy Armenia
Who Said What? A Framework Analysis of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell in the Media

Tonia Bartlett/Dr. Evie Terrono
From One Canvas to Another: An Analysis and Assertion of Tattooing as High Art

Kethelyne Beauvais/Dr. James Foster
The Evaluation of Germ Cell Development in Testis and Epididymal Sperm of GPR-56 Null Mice

Valeria Vargas Brenes/Dr. Richard Meagher
Free Trade Agreements: The Costa Rican Example

Charlie Brooks/Dr. Mathias Bergmann
The Strategic Implications of the 1781 Tactical Raids in Virginia by the British Army

Phuong Bui/Dr. John Thoburn
Supracemistry: Synthesis of a Ferrocenyl Five-fold Ligand

Alexandria Burgess/Dr. Joseph Mattys
Research and Production of the Lonesome West by Martin McDonagh

Henry Castillo/Dr. John Thoburn
Chiral Recognition of Guests by Cubic Porphyrin Metallocomplexes
Matthew Guillen/Dr. Mark Malvasi
Marx’s Impressions and Interpretations of the American Civil War

Cody Huber/Dr. Joseph Moser
The History of Synagogues in Vienna

Megan Jackson/Dr. Traci Stevens
The impact of candidate genes in response to cell migration and development

Emily Kirk/Dr. Kelly Lambert
Family Affairs of Saimiri sciureus

Connor Kish/Dr. Joan Conners
How new media influences opinion on the missteps and scandals of prominent figures

Jennifer Labarge/Dr. April Marchetti
STEM Education in Action: Forming a Partnership between Randolph-Macon College and the Science Museum of Virginia

Timothy Landis/Dr. Kelly Lambert
The Creative Act: An Investigation of Creative Responses in Wild Raccoons (Procyon lotor)

Jane Luu/Dr. Benjamin Huff
Fate and the Good Life in Confucian and Aristotelian Philosophy

Harley Marrocco/Dr. Rebecca Michelsen
Nitrate and Its Effects on the pH of Ice

Amy Northrop/Dr. James Foster
Evaluation of the Glycosylation and Localization of GPR 56 in the Spermatogenic Cells of the Guinea Pig

Jacob Parente/Dr. Michael Fenster
An Analysis of Trends in Atlantic Storm Frequency and Magnitude at the Virginia Barrier Islands
Fred Parks/Dr. John Thoburn
A Self-Assembled M₉L₆ Manganese-Porphyrin Tetracyanoazulene Host-Guest Complex: A Potential Single Molecule Magnet

Haley Russ/Dr. Serge Schreiner
Synthesis and Reactivity of Cationic Iridium (I) Complexes Containing Diphosphines

Zachary Spaeth/Dr. Joseph Moser
The Austrian Political System and the 2013 Federal Elections: Insight from Municipal, State, and National Party Leaders

Vittoria Sportelli/Dr. John Thoburn
SURFing and Playing with Beach Balls: Synthesis of a Bicyclic Deca (Dialkynylporphyrin)

Stephanie Talley/Dr. Alva Hughes
What Drives People to Mosh? Exploring The Behaviors of Fans at Rock and Metal Concerts

Trang Tran/Dr. Serge Schreiner
The Activation of Molecular Hydrogen with Transition Metal Complexes

William Wood/Dr. Todd Munson
In Reverence of Failure: Musashibo Benkei and the Tragic Hero in Japanese History

Shuyan Zhan/Dr. Benjamin Huff
“A Comparison of Different Voices” -- The Case for a New Translation of The Analects of Confucius

Victoria Zimbro/Dr. Brian Sutton
Rotation of Partitioned Bases

Alex Zizzi/Dr. Amy Armenia
Paging Dr. Internet: Use of Online Health Information
Biology

Brooke Thompson/Professor T. Stevens
The Interaction of Alc with Activated Abl in Drosophila melanogaster

Talbot Weston, Courtney Lowers, Adwoa Bamfo, Jennifer Sokolowski/Professor E. Clabough
Effects of a single intoxication event on striatal medium spiny neuron morphology during the early postnatal period in mice

Business: Project & Design Management
(BUSN 342)

Professor G. Lowry
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Dawson Delk, Chan Wathon, Tim Benjamin, Keith Hoang, Nathan Autrey, Nana Ferdanance
Universal Design

Communication Studies (COMM 490)

Professor J. Conners
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Olivia Bessellieu
Parent and Child Sports Relationships: An Analysis of Involvement, Motivation, and Performance

Kevin Carroll
Coaches' Use of Strategies to Maintain Player Relationships

Tristen Cerbo
Gender, Race, and Sports: The Influence of Media on How and Why People Become Certain Types of Fans
Anna De Loache  
Conflict that Occurs between Parents and Children Involving Sports

Alexandria Finnegan  
Framing Analysis of Criminal Coaches and Athletes in Sports News Media

Anna Obermiller  
Athlete in Crisis: Lance Armstrong's Fall from Grace

Matthew Romeo  
Mediated Gender Images in Sports

Thomas Tattersall  
Proper Apology in Sport and the Factors that affect it

Daniel Valdini  
The Impact of Cohesion within a Sports Team

Education

Professor A. Peacock
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Kaitlyn Grundy  
"Un-boring" the Learning Process

Honors: Making Mathematics (HONR 295)

Professor E. Torrence
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Alexandra Burgess  
Bead Crocheted Borrromean Rings as a Model for Knot Theory

Alana Adams  
A Representation of Graph Theory in Blackwork Embroidery

Isabelle White  
Cross Stitch Symmetry Patterns in the Euclidean Plane

Marianna Wills  
Knitted Knots of Knot Theory
Katherine Mumford
A Perfectly Squared Rectangle Crocheted Baby Blanket

Lisa Crosswell
A representation of the Hyperbolic Plane through Knitted Baby Pants

Audrey Hester
The Seifert Surface of a Trefoil Knot done in Crochet

Summer Seeds
A Knitted Pair of "Maurits Socks" Exploring the Tessilations of M.C. Escher

Maddie Farmer
Exploring Transformations Through a Cross-Stitched Escher Pattern

Umeki Funchess
A Crocheted Roman Surface Obtained by Sewing a Mobius Strip to the Edge of a Disk

Martha Reynolds
Cabling a Pillow of Braid Equivalence

Linh Chu
Fractal Crochet of a Sierpinski Shawl

Philosophy

Professor D. Turney
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

P.J. Dominiski
Nostalgia as Time Travel

Political Science: Senior Seminar (PSCI 401)

Professor R. Meagher
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Bennie Ashton
Amateurs Strike Back: Amateur Success rates in the 2010 Congressional Election
Casey Dean
The Effectiveness of Save the Children v. UNICEF in Eliminating HIV/AIDS in South Africa

Melanie Kramer
Politics and the Media: Cynicism and Political Leaders on Television

Madeline Miller
The Role of Media in Political Revolutions: The Egyptian and Ukraine Revolutions

Roberta Pluim
The Terrorist Mindset: Factors that Influence Terrorists’ Choices in Targets

Lucien Roberts
Breaking Bad Government: The Expanding Influence of Interest Groups and the Impossibility of True American Democracy

Shelby Schuster
Be Green, Be Free: Environmentalism in America’s Democracy and the Environmental Ethics of its Political Parties

Brennan Smith
The Optional State: A Response to Nozick’s Minimal State

Zachary Spaeth
Alpha Housing: Members of Congress Living Together and Voting Together

Political Science: Research Methods (PSCI 301)

Professor E. Fullmer
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Parker Williams
Trade Sanction Success and Effects

Pierce Colley
Do Gun Restrictions Work?

Matt Fischgrund
Is Baseball Patriotic? A Voter Turnout Study

Kristian Spencer
Hands-Off Ukraine: Should Ukraine Join the European Union?

John Rackey
The Link Between Presidential Approval and Unemployment
Rates via Party Identification

Connor Kish
Comparing Campaign Spending, Incumbency, and Senate Election Results

Elliot Meyer
The Influence of the Tea Party on the 2010 Congressional Elections

Anna Osborne
Do Voter ID Laws Affect Voter Turnout?

Ashley Dayton
How Does Money Affect Election Outcomes?

Myat Thida
Win - Political Rights, Civil Liberties, and Voter Turnout in Latin America

Sarah Maxwell
An Assessment of Support for the Military Draft

Charlotte Horne
National Anxiety and Gun Sales

Jennifer Eldredge
Parents and Partisanship

William Jennings
Voting Behavior in Virginia

Valeria VargasBrenes
An Assessment of Human Trafficking

Ali Ahmed
The Effects of Marijuana Legalization

Lance Wall
Police Compensation and Crime

Hunter Weaver
Social Media and Political Extremism

John Stallings
Age, Ideology, and Marijuana Legalization

Olivia Vandeveer
Presidential Approval and Supreme Court Behavior

Umeki Funchess
Education Spending and Poverty

Violet Hahn
Presidential Approval and Senate Voting Behavior

Katherine Barthol
Predicting Support for the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act
Sociology: Disabilities in America (SOCI 228)

Professor J. Trammel
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Marcos Ocadiz, William Coalson, Brandon Thomas, Kayla Smith, Sarah Martin, Violet Hahn, Tanner Phillips
Isaac’s Avengers: MDA Awareness Chipotle Night
Rachael Taylor, S.J. Boone, Hannah Sommer, Alyssa Shaffer, Helen Bernard, Ann Blyth “Blycie” Bailey, Lauren Orga, Rachael Church, Sito Arroyo, Kaitlyn Russo
The College Experience
Nicole Sydnor, Margaret Rigg, Lindsay Grohowski, Jen Hoelle, Matt Wyman
Riverside School: A New Experience with Education
Chris Bailey, Will Jennings
Untitled

Sociology: Methods (SOCI 300)

Professor A. Armenia
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Leannique Badinga
Predictors of Racial Prejudice and the Quest for Change
Brandie Carey
The Effects of Religion On Attitudes Towards Homosexuality
Margaret Holbert
Political Tolerance and its Relationship to Religiosity, Social Class, and Political Affiliation
Evan Jackson
To live or die by the gun: measuring attitudes towards gun control
Anna Jones
Attitudes towards gay and lesbian parents
Henry Kuhn
Are We Really Patriotic?
Tyler Morgan Mason
Dirty Laundry: An Analysis of the Gendered Division of Labor
Taylor McComb
Attitudes Toward Working Mothers

**Michael Moore**  
Americans’ Thoughts On Gun Control

**Rebecca Ream**  
Government Interference in Determining Social and Economic Classes

**Erin Roberts**  
Melting Pot or Mosaic? Attitudes towards assimilation in the United States

**Hillary Trumbower**  
Differences in Charitable Giving in the United States

**Katharine Winters**  
The relationship between charitable giving and affiliations with service and church organizations

**FYEC 221/222 Creation Before and After**

Professors G. Daugherty & E. Falls  
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

**Ian Ragland, Herminio Azor, Zack Sayles, Ross Wood**  
Avatar

**Seth Yurgel, Steff Staples, Chris Presley, Alex Long**  
Calculating God

**Laura Haney, Sam McGinty, Maddy Wyatt, Kaeleigh Olsen**  
Childhood’s End

**Jorge Noboa, Briona Harmon, Jay Hausler, Daniel Whitehead**  
Cowboys and Alien

**Claudia Della Pona, Bryon Eubanks, Zane Grudzinski, Jordan Orndorff**  
District 9

**Lexie Swan, Natalie Cassidy, De’Jhan Bradford**  
Enemy Mine

**Charlie Aylor, Page Bowles, Molly Fontenot, Lexie Tsantes**  
A Matter for Men

**Andy Demopoulos, Behnaz Sadat, Ryan Duncan, Stuart Brown**  
The Sparrow
FYEC 237/238 Ethics and Capitalism: Morality, Society and Wealth

Professors E. Showalter & R. Gray
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Jacob Best, Hunter Clemons, Greg Fazio, Kelsie Grice, Nic Phelps, Blake Saathoff
The U.S. Steel Strike of 1919
Richard Easterling, Cadie McCann, Logan O’Neill, Katelyn Raymond, Brody Scott, Austin White
The Children’s Crusade of 1903
Maggie Brogan, Patrick Lynch, Seth Mednick, Dakota Morris, Tyler Moulds, Marcelo Roman
Lochner v. New York
Zach Causey, PJ Costello, Matt Coyne, Eric Montag, Eddie Reyes, Becca Turek
The Panic of 1873: Crash of the Jay Cooke and Co. Bank
Alex Erwine, Cody Hagenston, Sergio Lazcano, Austin Lowman, Katie Phillips, Jordan Schmeer
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire

FYEC 261-262 Resistance and Perseverance: African American Identities in Art and Literature from the Civil War to Civil Rights

Professors E. Terrono & J. Haynes
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Students in this FYEC had two culminating projects. In the first semester, under the supervision of Professor Justin Haynes, English, they prepared films exploring the impact of race and black identity in Literature. In the second semester, under the supervision of Professor Terrono, they integrated their knowledge from the literary sources with knowledge on the impact of visual politics in the formation of African
American identities and created a website which we will unveil on Research Day.

**And To… the Body for which it Stands**
- **Cole Burdett**
  - Eugenics in American World’s Fairs and the Perception of Blackness
- **Chelsea Deaton**
  - Divisible without Liberty and Justice for all: Spatial politics in American World’s Fairs
- **Stephanie Doggett**
  - One Nation under Odd: The Spectacle of the Black Body

**Challenging the objectification of the Black Body**
- **Darrian Reed**
  - Body Commodification: A Truly Black Market
- **Kaitlyn Wood**
  - Resistance and the Fight for Racial Uplift in American Art

**Conformity and Racial Perceptions of Black Beauty in the Visual Arts**
- **Patrice Carter**
  - Race and Physiognomy in the work of Edmonia Lewis and Augusta Savage
- **Hailey Carey**
  - The Artistic Response to *Black is Beautiful*
- **Virginia Intermill**
  - Stereotyping “blackness” in the Visual Arts and Literature

**Miscenegenation and Passing Identities**
- **Diana Dannouf**
  - Miscegenation and Dual Identities in the Work of African American Artists

**Something Worth Fighting for: The Struggle for School Desegregation**
- **Lonnie Dillard**
  - Desegregation and the Little Rock Nine
- **James Banks**
  - Small Town Southern Stalemate: Massive Resistance to School Integration in King Edward County, Richmond, VA
- **Morgan Kiefer**
  - The Strife for Equality and the Story of Ruby Bridges
FYEC 271/272 Harry’s Henchman: How Henry VIII Got Rid of His First Two Wives

Professors A. Throckmorton and M. Scott
McGraw-Page Library, 1:00-2:15

Students will have individual posters reproducing 16th-century Broadsides, reflecting their participation in a year-long "game of thrones" in which they acted as agents in the fictional Kingdom of Randolph-Macon:

Barham, Bret Jackson, Stephanie Hope Clute, Brandon Mark Delpi, Scott Howell Enoch, Jr., Emily Louise Ford, Slade Jordan Greenway, Kori Marie Hughes, Sean Thomas McCarty, Anna Eleanor Merritt, Amanda Rose Metell, Daniel Kenneth Moore, Jr., Martha Frances Reynolds, Mohamed Saleh Hassan Aly Saleh, Summer Marie Seeds, Taylor Nicole Stempin, Jaelyn Taylor Tolbert, Seth Ryan Whitmore, Edward Maxwell Zakaib, Caitlyn Ballou, Kayla Cleveland, Michael Doczi, Margaret Dodson, Marialena Gallagher, Tucker Glotzbach, Geordie LaRue, Adrianna Lazarte, Colin McFadden, Andrew Miller, Kristen Patrick, Susan Snee, Ryan Wall, Abigail Warren

In addition, the students will present chronicles of the game according to four different constituencies:

Clan Scott
Brandon Delpi, Martha Reynolds, Kayla Cleveland, Scott Enoch, Emily Ford, Kori Hughes, Susan Snee, Seth Whitmore

Clan Throckmorton
Caitlyn Ballou, Margaret Dodson, Marialena Gallagher, Tucker Glotzbach, Adrianna Lazarte, Kristen Patrick, Abigail Warren

Brock Commons
Bret Barham, Stephanie Clute, Michael Doczi, Colin McFadden, Amanda Metell, Andrew Miller, Taylor Stempin, Edward Zakaib
Monastery of Old Chapel
Slade Greenway, Geordie LaRue, Sean McCarty, Anna Merritt, Daniel Moore, Summer Seeds, Jaclyn Tolbert, Ryan Wall

Stylus

The student literary magazine will be unveiled at 11:45 in McGraw-Page Library.